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Abstract

Network emulation is significant because of its ability to study network architecture running on real operating system and the
whole protocol stack. However, conservatively allocating a physical network equipment for a corresponding emulation network is
costly, scale⁃limited and rigid. In this paper, based on network function virtualization (NFV), we present a large⁃scale emulation
platform for the Smart Identifier Network (SINET). We pool and virtualize all hardware resources by lightweight virtualization tech⁃
nology. Controllers and orchestrators are designed to manage emulation and collect monitored SINET emulation results. The con⁃
trollers are used to implement dynamically synchronously management for large⁃scale emulation network and link characteristics.
The orchestrators are utilized to achieve overload avoidance and green computing with the Xiao’s dynamic resource allocation al⁃
gorithm. We implement flexibly programmable and dynamically configurable emulation.
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1 Introduction
he current problems of the Internet are a natural
consequence of its architecture, which was de⁃
signed to address the simple data communication
needs 40 years ago [1]. The basic requirement of

the Internet at that time was merely forwarding data packets
among limited trust hosts. With the growth of the Internet, enor⁃
mous technological innovations in both the application and net⁃
work layers have emerged, which gives rise to new require⁃
ments from the architecture, such as support for trust, security,
mobility and low energy consumption. However, the Internet
was never designed to meet these requirements. To help evolve
the Internet, there are enormous patches made for the current
Internet architecture, such as Transport Layer Security (TLS),
Content Delivery Network (CDN) and Network Address Trans⁃
lation (NAT). Unfortunately, these patches cannot fundamental⁃
ly solve the existing shortcomings, and even make the current
Internet more and more complex and bulky [2].

An alternative way to address new requirements is designing
a new clean⁃state architecture for the Internet. Along this way,
there have been a large number of research efforts that are pro⁃
posing architectures for the Future Internet [2]-[5]. In this con⁃
text, the Smart Identifier Network (SINET) has emerged as a
promising architecture for the Future Internet [5]. SINET com⁃
pletely removes the restrictions from the triple bindings, in⁃

cluding resource and location binding, user and network bind⁃
ing, and control and data binding. Besides, SINET creates
three layers vertically and two domains horizontally to funda⁃
mentally solve the current Internet problems. Therefore, it can
meet new requirements raised by the tremendous growth of the
Internet and introduction of new scenarios.

Recently, great progress has been made in SINET in many
respects [6], [7]. SINET has been applied for 5G communica⁃
tions [6], and it provides a specific SCN⁃R scheme to promote
efficient and reliable communications in High⁃Speed Railway
(HSR) scenarios. The concept of SINET was also used to deal
with mobility⁃caused outdated mappings [7]. It designed a tim⁃
er⁃based pointer forwarding (TBPF) approach to avoid the trian⁃
gular routing problem. However, as a new clean⁃state architec⁃
ture, SINET confronts several technological problems that
have not been investigated thoroughly, and still has a long way
ahead.

To further promote SINET development, an emulation plat⁃
form for SINET is urgently needed. In contrast to simulators,
emulation platforms provide more realistic environment for de⁃
veloping protocols and techniques in the new network architec⁃
ture [8], [9]. Typically, an emulation platform uses real hard⁃
ware resources to virtualize various network equipment and
network environments. This means that researchers can use re⁃
al operating systems, software and protocol stacks to run their
experimental network protocols, in order to achieve actual (not
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simulated) performance measures.
In this paper, we propose an emulation platform for SINET,

based on network function virtualization (NFV) technologies
[10]. The emergence of NFV simplifies the design of emulation
platforms. Besides, NFV endows an emulation platform with
more programmable and flexible ability. On the basis of NFV
technologies, we pool and virtualize all hardware resources,
which include computing, network and special hardware re⁃
sources. The pooled virtualized resources are managed by con⁃
trollers and orchestrators of the emulation platform to instanti⁃
ate SINET emulation.

Our goal is to implement a directly programmable, dynami⁃
cally configurable and green computing emulation platform for
SINET. Programmability is to assure that we can emulate SI⁃
NET protocols as flexibly as general simulation (e.g., ns ⁃ 3)
can. Dynamical configuration means that emulation topologies
and link characteristics can be dynamically and synchronously
configured and managed during the whole emulating process.
Finally, green computing aims at effectively preventing over⁃
load while saving energy used.

To implement preceding goals, we employ the state ⁃ of ⁃ art
techniques to build the NFV⁃based SINET emulation platform.
First, we adopt the separation technique of control and data
planes. We decouple the control network and emulation net⁃
work, enabling the emulation network directly programmable
and the underlying physical infrastructure to be abstracted for
SINET emulation applications. Second, we design a controller
to monitor and manage emulation topology and link characteris⁃
tics. By running a distributed sleep and busy waits algorithm,
the controller implements dynamical and synchronous configu⁃
ration for large⁃scale emulation network and link characteris⁃
tics. Finally, we adopt Xiao’s dynamic resource allocation
technique [16] into our SINET emulation platform. With this al⁃
gorithm, we can achieve both overload avoidance and green
computing.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 overviews SINET architecture and related emulation plat⁃
forms. Section 3 gives some details of our emulation platform
including overall structure, emulation control and orchestra⁃
tion. Conclusions are given in Section 4.

2 Related Work
This section introduces the architecture of SINET and relat⁃

ed emulation platforms.
2.1 SINET Architecture

The architecture of SINET (Fig. 1) is divided into three ver⁃
tical layers and two horizontal domains.

The three⁃layer structure consist of the smart pervasive ser⁃
vice layer, dynamic resource adaptation layer, and collabora⁃
tive network component layer. The smart pervasive service lay⁃
er is in charge of the naming, registration, and management of

various services, including video streaming, web surfing, in⁃
stant chatting, and file downloading. The dynamic resource ad⁃
aptation layer is used to manage and organize network function
groups, which are in charge of the optimal decision, task alloca⁃
tion, and resource scheduling. Each function group consists of
a set of network nodes or components with similar functions
such as mobility support, security enhancement, in⁃path cach⁃
ing, and energy saving. The collaborative network component
layer enables network nodes such as routers, content servers,
sensors, and interfaces to carry out a specific task, including
routing, data transmission/caching, mobility proxy, and power
saving (in sleep mode).

The two domains are the entity domain and behavior do⁃
main. The entity domain aims at providing identifiers of enti⁃
ties such as network services, function groups, and network
nodes. The behavior domain describes properties of different
entities, including service characteristics such as service type
and service cache and provider signatures.

With three layers and two domains, SINET dynamically gets
network status and intelligently meets service requirements.
Network function groups and network components in a func⁃
tion group can be properly selected. Hence, SINET can pro⁃
vide smart pervasive service. Meanwhile, network strategies,
such as behavior matching, behavior clustering and network
complex behavior game are adopted to achieve dynamic adap⁃
tation and cooperative scheduling for network resources. In
this way, SINET greatly increases the utilization of network re⁃
sources, further reduces the consumption of energy and im⁃
proves user experience.
2.2 Related Emulation Platform

There are a number of emulation platforms for different net⁃
work architecture and purposes [8], [9], [12], [14], [15]. Emu⁃
lab [8] is well⁃known for its scalability and Linux Container vir⁃
tualization (LXC). The design principles in Emulab have a sig⁃
nificant influence on the following design of emulation plat⁃
forms. However, with advances in technology, Emulab tech⁃
niques proposed in 2008 would be outdated. PlanetLab [9] is a
global overlay network for developing and accessing broad⁃cov⁃

▲Figure 1. SINET reference model.
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erage network services. PlanetLab uses the slice technique to
run multiple services concurrently and continuously. This slice
technique is similar to network slice in 5G, which can be
viewed as network virtualization technology. Currently, this
technique has been rapidly developed and fully utilized in
cloud computing and NFV. In parallel to network virtualization
technologies, compute virtualization technologies have been
developed and tend to mature, such as LXC, Linux ⁃Vserver,
and Docker [11]. In particular, LXC is used as OS⁃level virtual⁃
ization technology in Mininet [12]. Mininet is a lightweight em⁃
ulation platform which is designed specifically for soft defined
networking (SDN) [13]. Mininet enables a laptop to produce
hundreds of emulating nodes by LXC. Handigol [14] improves
Mininet with resource provisioning, isolation and monitoring
system, and enormous typical experiments have been repro⁃
duced to prove that Mininet has good fidelity.

Besides, we [15] proposed an OpenStack⁃based Delay Toler⁃
ant Networking (DTN) Emulation Platform (EmuStack). EmuS⁃
tack integrates OpenStack with Linux Traffic Control (TC)
tools for managing and emulating the virtual link characteris⁃
tics that include variable bandwidth, delay, loss, jitter, re ⁃or⁃
dering and duplication. Using Docker container technology
and network namespaces, EmuStack can support a large⁃scale
topology (including hundreds of nodes) with only several physi⁃
cal nodes.

3 Emulator System Design
This section describes the overall architecture of NFV ⁃

based emulation platform for SINET, and discusses emulation
control and orchestration, which are critical for the SINET em⁃
ulation platform.
3.1 Design Overview

Fig. 2 presents the overall platform design structure. NFV is
employed to manage the hardware infrastructure, which is com⁃
posed of standard X86 servers, high⁃performance switches and
special hardware. In particular, the special hardware is used to
accurately emulate complex and professional network environ⁃
ments, such as deep space link and high⁃speed traffic. It is uni⁃
formly described, and can work with X86 servers to carry three
types of nodes, namely, emulation nodes, controller nodes and
orchestrator nodes.

Emulation nodes consist of physical emulation nodes and
virtual emulation nodes. The physical emulation node is spe⁃
cial hardware or a standard x86 server which can be virtual⁃
ized massively to virtual emulation nodes. Virtual emulation
nodes can be created by different computing virtualization
technologies, such as Docker, Xen and Kernel ⁃ based Virtual
Machine (KVM). A hybrid deployment is allowed where differ⁃
ent computing virtualization technologies can be employed con⁃
currently with multiple physical emulation nodes.

Controller and orchestrator nodes run on standard X86 serv⁃

ers. In the SINET emulation platform, there are at least one
controller and orchestrator, which are responsible for manag⁃
ing SINET emulation, monitoring and collecting experimental
results. In details, the controller is in charge of creating and
managing compute and network resources. On the basis of us⁃
ers’configuration, the controller invokes the virtualized infra⁃
structure manager (VIM) to instantiate virtual emulation nodes
and network. After starting an emulation, the controller moni⁃
tors and collects emulating data. As to the orchestrator, it su⁃
pervises usage of hardware resources and dynamically orches⁃
trates the whole hardware resources including CPU, memory
and network, hence, achieving emulation overload avoidance
and green computing.

Emulation nodes, controller nodes and orchestrators are
equipped with multiple Network Interface Cards (NICs), which
are connected with each other by switches to construct the
physical network. The physical network is divided into a con⁃
trol network and an emulation network, as shown in the bottom
part of Fig. 2. This design enables the network to become di⁃
rectly programmable and dynamically configurable. The con⁃
trol network carries control traffic that consists of network and
emulation management information. The emulation network
transfers emulation data. Emulation data varies greatly with dif⁃
ferent SINET experiments, which probably consumes enor⁃
mous bandwidth of the emulation network. In practice, physi⁃
cal emulation network is the primary limit in the SINET emula⁃
tion platform. Therefore, we equip each physical emulation
node with multiple emulation NICs to carry the large ⁃amount
emulation traffic. These NICs are bridged to an Open vSwitch

▲Figure 2. The overall design structure of emulator.
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(OVS), whose internal device is assigned an emulation network
IP address. With these bridging technique, we extend band⁃
width of emulation network to n times than one NIC, where n is
the number of emulation NICs.

The middle part of Fig. 2 presents the solution to generating
virtual emulation topologies in the SINET emulation platform.
Virtual emulation topology is composed of virtual emulation
nodes and network. Virtual emulation nodes are spawned by
the orchestrator with the custom operating system images
equipped with SINET experimental protocol software. The vir⁃
tual emulation network is overlay network built on top of the
physical emulation network. SDN and encapsulation tech⁃
niques are employed to virtualize physical emulation network.
The SDN has multiple kinds of network technologies designed
to make the network more flexible and agile. The SINET emu⁃
lation platform uses (Open vSwitch) OVS as SDN switch, and
integrates the SDN controller into the emulation controller,
hence, achieving the ability to dynamically program and config⁃
ure virtual emulation network. Additionally, encapsulation
techniques consist of Generic Network Virtualization Encapsu⁃
lation (GNVE) protocol and virtual extensible LAN (VXLAN).
These techniques are employed to isolate the user emulation
traffic from other users, and accordingly offer each user an
oblivious context by which different users can create respec⁃
tive virtual emulation network on the same underlying infra⁃
structure and do not interfere with each other.

Virtual emulation topology is managed by user control emu⁃
lation applications (Apps). According to his emulating purpose
and scenario, a user writes an APP to dynamically control vir⁃
tual emulation nodes and network. In order to further evaluate
SINET performance, the emulation platform offers abundant
link characteristic emulations, including link bandwidth, laten⁃
cy, jitter, packet loss, duplication and re⁃ordering. An App in⁃
vokes EmuStack [15] to control dynamically these link charac⁃
teristics. By setting Hierarchical Token Bucket of EmuStack
within the network namespace, a controller App can dynami⁃
cally and independently manage every virtual link characteris⁃
tic for each virtual emulation topology.
3.2 Emulation Control and Orchestration

Fig. 3 shows emulation control and orchestration. In the SI⁃
NET emulation platform, the entire hardware resource is virtu⁃
alized into the resource pool. The controller and orchestrators
are employed to control and orchestrate this resource pool.

The emulation controllers are primarily responsible for dy⁃
namically and synchronously controlling virtual emulation to⁃
pology instantiated from the resource pool. For the large⁃scale
SINET emulation platform, it is a challenge. First, there are
hundreds of nodes that have stochastic communication delay
and background system load, which makes it difficult and com⁃
plex to control them. Second, different from the simulator (e.g.,
ns⁃3) based on discrete event and run in virtual time, the SI⁃
NET emulation platform runs in real time. Therefore, the con⁃

troller cannot pause a emulation node’clock to wait for other
pending events, which further raises the problems such as syn⁃
chronization in control.

In order to overcome these problems, we employ a distribut⁃
ed pre⁃allocating control algorithm. In detail, each physical em⁃
ulation node (compute node) runs as a local control agent,
which is responsible for controlling the emulating topologies
that are instantiated locally. Before starting a emulation, the
controller dispatches control information to the local control
agent in advance. Control information primarily consists of
management commands of SINET experimental protocols, lo⁃
cal link characteristics and topological state of different peri⁃
od. Especially, a solution time stamp is sent with control infor⁃
mation, which is used as the experimental start time for each
local control agent.

The local control agent employs the sleep and busy waits al⁃
gorithm to exactly and effectively execute emulating events.
When there are amounts of time remained before starting ex⁃
periment, local control agent goes on sleep⁃waits mode. Sleep⁃
waits cause local control agent to yield the processor for some
amount of time. This specified amount of time is actually con⁃
verted to an operating system specific granularity, even though
it can be passed to nanosecond resolution. For the SINET emu⁃

VIM: virtualized infrastructure manager VNF: virtual network function

▲Figure 3. The diagram of emulation control and orchestration.
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lation platform, every X86 server run Linux. In Linux, the gran⁃
ularity is namely Jiffy. Typically, this resolution is insufficient
for our needs (generally, ten milliseconds), so we round down
and sleep for some smaller number of Jiffies. After hardware re⁃
al time is close the solution time stamp of experimental start,
local control agent is in busy ⁃ waits mode and awakened. At
this time, we have some residual time to wait. This time is gen⁃
erally smaller than the minimum sleep time, so we busily wait
for the remainder of the time. This means that the thread of lo⁃
cal control agent just sits in a loop, and consumes cycles until
the experimental time arrives.

For all events in emulation scheduling queue, we all adopt
the sleep and busy waits algorithm to wait for the time of emu⁃
lation events. After the previous event combination of sleep
and busy waits, the elapsed real⁃time (wall) clock should agree
with the emulation time of the next event, and then the emula⁃
tion proceeds.

Orchestrators are primarily responsible for dynamically or⁃
chestrating hardware resource to ensure there are adequate
CPU, memory, network and special hardware resource avail⁃
able to provide users emulation. For the large⁃scale SINET em⁃
ulation platform, dynamically large⁃scale orchestration is also
a challenge. First, the resource needs of virtual emulation
nodes are heterogeneous due to the diverse SINET experi⁃
ments, and vary with time as the workloads shrink and grow. It
is difficult to forecast the utilization of resource pool when mul⁃
tiple users emulate experimental protocols concurrently. Sec⁃
ond, the capacity of physical emulation nodes (standard x86
servers) can also be heterogeneous since multiple generations
of servers co⁃exist in the emulation platform. Thus this hetero⁃
geneity of hardware further increases complexity of orchestrat⁃
ing resource.

To solve aforementioned orchestrating problems, we apply
Xiao’s dynamic resource allocation algorithm to the SINET
emulation platform to orchestrate emulation resource in [16].
We aim at effectively avoiding overload but minimizing the
number of servers used. In practice, there is an inherent trad⁃
eoff between these two goals. To avoid overload, we should
keep the utilization of physical emulation node low to reduce
the possibility of overload in case the resource needs of virtual
emulation nodes increase later. To minimize amounts of used
servers, we should keep the utilization of physical emulation
nodes reasonably high to utilize efficiently their energy. Fortu⁃
nately, Xiao’s resource allocation algorithm nearly optimally
tackled this tradeoff. We apply it to the SINET emulation plat⁃
form, and adopt Xiao’s skewness concept to measure the un⁃
even usage of a server. By minimizing skewness, we can en⁃
hance the overall utilization of server. Meanwhile, the load pre⁃
diction algorithm in [16] is employed to achieve the future re⁃
source usages. It helps to reduce the placement churn signifi⁃
cantly.

Besides, orchestrators can work either with controller or Vir⁃
tualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM), and provide manage⁃

ment of virtual network functions (VNFs) to emulate more link
characteristics. VNFs run on industry ⁃ standard X86 ⁃ based
servers like virtual emulation nodes, which provides a well⁃de⁃
fined functional behavior, such as forwarding, routing and fire⁃
wall. Typically, emulation link characteristics including delay,
error ratio and link rate are emulated by controller with EmuS⁃
tack. However, there are still several link characteristics which
cannot be realized by EmuStack. For example, it cannot emu⁃
late more than 300 s link delay with EmuStack. However, if we
emulate SINET for deep space communication, 300 s delay
would not meet emulating requirement. To emulate this longer
link delay, a VNFs chaining would be orchestrated to endow a
virtual link with the longer delay. The VNFs chaining is gener⁃
ally composed of multiple VNFs as shown in the upper part of
Fig. 3.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we present a NFV⁃based emulation platform

for Smart Identifier Network (SINET). We first introduce SI⁃
NET architecture, and then outline the design of the SINET
emulation platform. We design controllers and orchestrators
for the SINET emulation platform. With the controllers running
a distributed sleep and busy waits algorithm, we achieve dy⁃
namical and exactly synchronous emulation management for
large ⁃ scale SINET emulation. In order to achieve overload
avoidance and green computing, we apply the Xiao’s dynami⁃
cal resource allocation algorithms to Orchestrators. Thus, we
ensure there are always ample CPU, memory and network re⁃
sources to provide SINET emulations for different users, while
minimizing the number of underutilized servers.
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